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Write a prenuptial agreement and enter your marriage with eyes wide open.Ã‚Â Marriage is one of

the few personal contracts in which your state dictates the terms -- unless you create your own

customized premarital agreement.Ã‚Â Combining Nolo's legal expertise and plain-English writing,

Prenuptial Agreements makes a potentially touchy subject easy to deal with while explaining how to

create a valid contract. This easy-to-read book covers:. whether a prenup is right for your

relationship. how to decide what a prenup should include. how to assemble a draft agreement. how

to turn your draft into a contract. tips on negotiating and communicatingÃ‚Â The new edition of

Prenuptial Agreements is completely revised and updated to reflect current state laws, plus

worksheets and clauses for preparing an agreement that suits your unique needs. Download forms

for book on nolo.com
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"An excellent gift for any starry-eyed couple, this guide approached the contract of marriage clearly

and thoroughly" . Reference & Research Book NewsÃ‚Â 

Katherine E. Stoner is an attorney/mediator in private practice with the firm of Stoner, Welsh &

Schmidt in Pacific Grove, California. In addition to mediation, her practice includes consulting

attorney services for clients who are in mediation. Ms. Stoner is a Certified Family Law Specialist,

who teaches community property at Monterey College of Law and is on the training staff of the

Center for Mediation and Law in Mill Valley, California. She has lectured extensively on family law



and mediation and has been interviewed by major media including NBC's Today Show.Shae Irving

has helped create both books and software, including "Living Wills and Powers of Attorney for

California," and the bestselling "Quicken WillMaker Plus "estate planning software. Irving graduated

from Boalt Hall School of Law at the University of California, Berkeley and briefly practiced law at a

large San Francisco firm before joining Nolo's editorial staff.

Great book and resource. Read the sample online before you buy it. The sample tells you exactly

what the book covers, and will help you decide if the book is for you. You do not need to buy the

book to get the forms. The link to the forms is in the sample. The book is great at explaining in

layman's terms what each part of the document pertains to. So if you need that extra information,

get it. When we submitted our prenup to our lawyers they were impressed with how perfectly it was

written, and had no edits to make.

Excellent Book. Great detail and specifics. This book is seriously needed -- nationwide. FAIRNESS

is so needed in these "Prenups", and this helps cover that. Obtained book for my son.

This book should have been taken off the market as soon as the websites given in the book were no

longer viable. A real rip-off as that is what we needed to get CURRENT information. I really want my

money back !

Back in 1995 I did my divorce using NoloIn 2003 I did my chapter 7 using NoloNow I am doing my

prenup using NoloThe are great and this book it great!!Thank Goodness there is a company like

Nolo to help us.

Nothing new for anyone who has thought about a prenup

I found this book extremely informative, the worksheets are very helpful in getting started. Doing a

prenup can be intimidating too and it helped take some of the fear out of doing a prenup. I realized

that doing one is best for both of us. I definitely recommend this book!

This is an excellent reference and guide. Lots of information, more than most will need, but it

provides a template, guide and then suggests nearly every contingency one might consider. We

found the basic elements that we needed and composed around simpler requirements. The iron



clad lawyer proofing and brass knuckle document strategies mostly work to a lawyer's advantage,

not to yours, so we kept the basic subjects to fewer groups of money, property and inheritances

defined for separation, divorce or death. This was followed up with a Will and a Living Trust, using

the same Nolo books. For firming up new relationships, this a best book to go with, but think in

terms of only your needs and not the totality of the book, or you'll be frustrated.

Don't put your head in the sand. Think it out now and work it out now. Divorce is painful enough, fix

this NOW. Before you are married. It is good to talk about your concerns and protect each other in

life and in death or if there is a need to divorce.
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